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Abstract

The problem of targeting and engaging individual missiles (targets) with an arsenal
of interceptors (weapons) is known as the weapon target assignment problem. As
many solution techniques are based upon a transformation of the objective function,
their final solutions rarely produce optimal solutions. We propose a nonlinear branch
and bound algorithm to provide the first optimization approach to the untransformed
problem found in the literature. Further, we propose a new heuristic based upon the
branch and bound algorithm which dominates other heuristics explored in optimality
gap. We also propose a heuristic based upon the optimal solution to the quiz problem
which finds solutions within 6% of optimal for small problems and provides statistically similar results as one of the best heuristics found in the literature for larger
problems while solving these problems in ten thousandths of the time.
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REAL-TIME HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS FOR THE STATIC
WEAPON-TARGET ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM

I. Introduction

Since its introduction to the operations research community, the weapon target
assignment problem has been a complicated problem of constant relevance. Midcourse interdiction of aerial threats was a subject of concern during the Cold War,
and perpetual advances in ballistic missile capabilities make it an area of continued
study. Despite numerous United Nations resolutions prohibiting the development
and testing of ballistic missile technology, many nations continue to take efforts at
improving these weapon systems. As the missile threat is growing, so too must our
capacity to defend our borders and areas of operation of deployed forces. The problem
of targeting and engaging individual missiles (targets) with an arsenal of interceptors
(weapons) is known as the weapon target assignment problem. The literature on this
problem provides many solution techniques which collectively provide efficient optimal
and near optimal solutions. The first line of the 2010 Ballistic Missile Defense Review
Report states

The protection of the United States from the threat of ballistic missile
attack is a critical national security priority (United States Department
of Defense, 2010).
In this report, the US Department of Defense outlines the threat of ballistic missiles and the importance of our continuous efforts to improve the systems necessary
to provide adequate defenses against these threats. Among others, North Korea and
1

Iran have maintained ballistic missile programs seeking to develop improved capabilities at aggressively targeting the US, its allies, and regions wherein deployed forces
operate. On 7 February 2016, North Korea launched a three-stage missile which has
the capacity to reach the US (MG Mahon, Francis (Ret.), 2016). This followed a
May 2015 submarine launched missile test (Evans, Stephen, 2015). Despite the restrictions outlined in existing nuclear agreements, Iran has also been continuing its
missile capabilities, with a ballistic missile test as recently as July 2016 (Tomlinson,
Lucas, 2016). Our defense systems must improve to combat these aggressive developments in “system improvements that complicate an adversaries’ situation through
technological overmatch” (MG Mahon, Francis (Ret.), 2016). While the deployment
and efficacy of air defense technology is of high importance in combating this threat,
so to is the decision regarding which system or systems should be used to target ballistic missiles. The optimization of the assignment of air defense weapons to interdict
ballistic missiles is the subject of this thesis.
The weapon target assignment (WTA) problem has been researched within the
operations research community for nearly 60 years, with initial published attention
from Manne (1958) based upon a talk given by Flood (1957). Given n incoming
targets, solving the problem results in the assignment of m weapons to the targets so
as to minimize the collective residual value of the targets. The value of the targets,
Vj , corresponds to their destructive capacity and each weapon wi has an associated
probability pij of destroying target tj . As the problem seeks to minimize the residual
value of each target, known in literature as target leakage, the probability of survival
is defined by qij = 1 − pij . The WTA problem formulation is nonlinear and is defined

2

by
n
m
X
Y
x
min Vj
qijij
j=1
m
X

st

(1)

i=1

xij ≤wi f or i = 1, ..., m,

j=1

xij ∈Z+ ∪{0}, f or i = {1, ..., m}, j = {1, ..., n}

The WTA problem is typically approached from two sets of conditions: the static
WTA (SWTA) problem, which has known quantities of weapons and targets, probabilities of kill, and target values, and the dynamic WTA (DWTA) problem, which
may have multiple waves of targets, uncertain numbers of targets, or any probabilistic variation of the aforementioned. This paper focuses on the formulation and
solutions surrounding the SWTA problem, specifically where there exists only one of
each weapon type wi = 1 ∀i = 1, . . ., m, and the number and properties of the targets
are known.
The SWTA problem was first proposed by Flood (1957) as a military optimization problem with similar constraints to the personnel assignment problem but, due
to its nonlinear objective, was inaccessible with existing computational capabilities
(Manne, 1958). Manne defined the problem and demonstrated its likeness to the
P
transportation problem by introducing a variable −yj = m
i=1 xij ln(1 − pij ), which
P
allows for the transformation of the objective to min nj=1 Vj e−yj , a nonlinear proyj

gram whose solution can be approximated by a convex set of lower bounding linear
constraints. Both denBroeder et al. (1959) and Walkup & MacLaren (1964) propose
solution methods to Mannes formulation and transformations, with denBroeder using an iterative approach which is similar to a maximum marginal return algorithm
(denBroeder et al., 1959) whereas Walkup uses a network graph approach (Walkup
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& MacLaren, 1964).
Matlin (1970) described the characterization of the WTA model using five submodels: the weapon system, the target complex, the engagement, the damage model,
and the algorithm. His submodels are used to develop complete models of the WTA
problem and he describes the complexities with which each submodel can be defined.
Day (1966) designed a three-stage optimization procedure in which the author
decomposed the problem into smaller problems to obtain an estimate for the number
of weapons to assign to each target, from which he solved the overarching nonlinear
problem. He used a nonlinear programming algorithm to solve for optimal assignments of the weapons to the targets and rounded the optimal decision variable values
to integer values for his solution.
As interest in the WTA problem increased while computational resources were
still limited, more research was devoted to the heuristic and transformation-based solutions to best approximate the optimal solutions. Castañon (1987) used a nonlinear
network flow algorithm to estimate a near optimal solution from a lower bound in a
manner similar to Day. Chang et al. (1987) developed an iterative linear network programming algorithm using denBroeder’s maximum marginal return (MMR) approach
and Castañon’s nonlinear network flow methods to solve a linear transformation of
the nonlinear objective. Wacholder (1989) then used a neural network heuristic and
Lee et al. (2002) used immunity based ant colony optimization techniques to generate
near optimal solutions to the problem.
Amidst the rapid development of heuristics to efficiently find near optimal solutions, exact algorithms continued to emerge. Johansson & Falkman (2009) developed
an exhaustive search algorithm which they used for comparison to a genetic algorithm
heuristic they developed. Rosenberger et al. (2005) developed a branch and bound
algorithm to consider multiple weapon assignments per target. These algorithms,
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though exact, were only able to find solutions to small instances having 9 weapons
and 9 targets.
The lack of exact algorithms and heuristics capable of solving large problems was
addressed by Ahuja et al. (2007), who used the network flow concept as proposed
by Castañon to develop lower bounding techniques for use in a branch and bound
algorithm for a linear transformation to the problem. Though this generated approximated optimal solutions to the transformed problem, it was unable to run to
completion for larger problems, and so a construction heuristic and a very large scale
neighborhood search heuristic were developed using the network flow approach to obtain near optimal solutions for large scale problems. Their efforts provided accurate
heuristics for some of the largest sized problems considered to date in the literature.
In this thesis, we propose the application of a branch and bound algorithm to
optimize the untransformed objective function, something we noted as having been
absent to date in the literature. We solve the SWTA problem via the optimization
of the nonlinear objective function yields solutions that are not dependent on the
quality of the approximation but instead exploits the special structure of the problem.
Further, we put forth two search heuristics which achieve near optimal solutions to
the problem. The first is based on our branch and bound algorithm and typically
finds the superior solution when compared to other heuristics. The second heuristic
is based upon the quiz problem solution and is able to achieve near optimal solutions
to large scale problems within a few hundredths of a second.
The contributions of this thesis address the following questions:
Are there algorithms capable of finding exact solutions to the WTA problem? We
implement a nonlinear branch and bound algorithm, not currently in the literature,
as an exact algorithm for the optimization of the WTA problem taking advantage of
improved contemporary computational power.

5

Are there faster approaches to finding near optimal solutions to large WTA problems than exist in the literature? We develop and present a Modified Quiz Problem
Search Heuristic capable of finding near optimal solutions of some to the largest
problem instances addressed in the literature within 0.03 seconds, real-time.
Are there methods of overcoming the shortcomings of greedy search techniques for
heuristic solution techniques? We identify scenarios wherein greedy search techniques
fail to make quality assignments. We use our knowledge of these scenarios to develop
techniques capable of identifying when greedy searches are inferior and develop a
Modified Quiz Problem Search Heuristic to address these shortfalls.
Are there unexplored heuristics which can find near optimal solutions for WTA
problems better than existing heuristics? We develop a Greedy Branch and Bound
Heuristic new to the literature. The solutions found using this heuristic typically
dominated the other heuristics considered in this paper for small to medium sized
instances of the SWTA problem. Solution time increased exponentially with respect
to the size of the problem, precluding the identification of solutions to large problem
instances.

Convexity of the WTA Problem.
As all efforts to the present have first performed a linear transformation of the
WTA objective function, we seek to optimize the untransformed nonlinear objective
function as solutions to the transformed problem only provide approximations of the
optimal solution.
Theorem 1 The objective function of the WTA problem is convex.
P
Q
xij
Proof: Because f (x) = nj=1 Vj m
i=1 qij is the sum of positively weighted (i.e., Vj >
Q xij
0, ∀j∈J) functions, it is sufficient to prove that m
i qij is convex for any j∈J. We
show that this function is (strictly) convex for |I| = 1. We prove convexity of higher
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cardinality sets of I via the positive semidefinite property of the Hessian. By inducQ xij
tion, we show that the determinant of the Hessian of m
i qij for any j∈J equals 0
for |I| = 2 and, if it equals 0 for |I| = n, then it also equals 0 for |I| = n + 1.
When |I| = 1, the function is

f (x) = q x , f or x≥0,

and the second derivative for this function is
d2 f
= q x ln(q)2 .
dx2
We know that the resulting Hessian is positive definite because, for any value q∈(0, 1),
the expression is the product of two positive values, which is also positive. Because the
1×1 dimensional matrix containing the second derivative of this function is positive
definite, the (trivial) principal minors are positive definite, and the corresponding
function is (strictly) convex.
For |I| = 2, our function is
f (x) = q1x1 q2x2 ,
and the Hessian for this function, letting a1 = ln(q1 ) and a2 = ln(q2 ), is



a21

a1 a2 

H (f (x)) = q1x1 q2x2 

a1 a2 a22
We know that (q1x1 q2x2 ) is positive as the product of two positive numbers. Further,
we know that the diagonals of the Hessian matrix are positive because they are the
squares of a1 and a2 , which are real numbers. We observe that for each increment
of |I|, the resulting Hessian has an additional row which is a scalar multiple of the
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first row. Here the second row is the scalar multiple

a2
a1

of the first row. We can

therefore define a matrix B2 which is the reduction of this Hessian by the addition of
the negative scalar multiple of the first row to the second row. As we have defined
B2 , the determinant of B2 is equal to the determinant of the Hessian. Since B2 is
an upper triangular matrix, its determinant is the product of its diagonal elements,
one of which is 0. Therefore, its determinant is 0. Since the Hessian is positive
semidefinite and the principal minors are positive, the function is therefore convex.
Assuming that the function is convex for |I| = n, we can show that it is convex
Q
for |I| = n + 1 by observing that the Hessian matrix has a factorable scalar of i qixi ,
which is the product of positive numbers. Further, the diagonal elements of the
factored Hessian are a2i , ∀i∈I, which are positive since ai are real numbers. Lastly,
since the (n + 1)st row of the Hessian is a scalar multiple

an+1
a1

of the first row, we

can define a matrix Bn+1 which is the reduction of the Hessian in the same manner
as was demonstrated for |I| = 2. Here, Bn+1 has the same first row as the Hessian
and the following n rows are entirely zeros. The determinant of Bn+1 is equal to the
determinant of the Hessian. As Bn+1 is an upper triangular matrix, its determinant
is the product of its diagonal entries, only one of which is non-zero. Thus, the
determinants of both Bn+1 and the Hessian are 0, and the function is convex for
|I| = n + 1.



Computational Complexity.
The SWTA problem was known to be complex from its first considerations by
Manne. Lloyd & Witsenhausen (1986) proved that the problem is NP-Complete,
thus proving that obtaining optimal solutions are not possible in polynomial time
and that alternate approaches transformations, heuristics, etc. are required in order
to approximate the optimal solutions to larger sized problems.

8

II. Branch and Bound Algorithm

In this section, we propose a branch and bound algorithm capable of solving
the WTA problem. A branch and bound algorithm can be characterized by four
components: a bounding rule, a selection rule, a branching rule, and a method for
finding an initial feasible solution to increase the efficiency of the algorithm.
For our bounding function, we used MATLABs fmincon NLP solver to evaluate
an integral relaxation of our objective function using an interior point algorithm.
We use a depth first approach for our selection rule, selecting the node which
minimizes the objective function for further searching. While this is less efficient
for instances having smaller numbers of decision variables, our problem instances
examined are predominantly composed of larger numbers of decision variables, and
the breadth first or best first approach would require the storage of information of
many nodes compared to the depth first approach, for which the node count is at
most the number of decision variables.
For our branching rule, we use dichotomic branching, setting the selected decision
variable at each node to 0 or 1 for subsequent searching. We identify the decision
variable upon which to branch as the most uncertain decision variable in the relaxed
solution. That is, the decision variable whose value is closest to 0.5 is chosen for
branching at each node, or

(îĵ)∈

arg max



min{xij , (1 − xij )} .

i=1,...,m,j=1,...,n

Our branch and bound algorithm is depicted in Figure 1. The algorithm is initialized by finding a feasible solution, described in detail later, and defining two variables
from this solution. We define a solution xbest as the current best feasible solution with
9

Figure 1. Branch and Bound Algorithm

objective value z̄ throughout the algorithm and we set the initial feasible solution to
xbest and its objective value to z̄. We then use MATLAB’s nonlinear solver fmincon
to find the integer relaxed lower bound to the problem, with current solution x and
current objective value z. If the solution is integer, we compare the objective value
of the lower bound to z̄. If z≤z̄, we set xbest = x and z̄ = z. Otherwise, we do not
update the initial feasible solution. We then set our optimal solution x∗ = xbest with
objective value z ∗ = z̄ and terminate the algorithm.
If the solution we get from MATLAB’s fmincon is not integer, we compare the
objective value of the lower bound to the initial feasible solution. We know that
applying constraints to the problem will not decrease its objective function value,
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so if z≥z̄, we set our optimal solution x∗ = xbest with objective value z ∗ = z̄ and
terminate the algorithm. If z < z̄, we define a branching term as previously defined.
We use fmincon to solve two subproblems with the branching term constrained
to 1 and 0, and define solutions xup and xdown with values zup and zdown . If neither
solution is integer, we define z = min(zup , zdown ) and x as the solution for z. We store
the other solution and its objective value to an active node. If either xup or xdown is
integer, we compare the objective value to z̄, and we store the non-integer solution
and its objective value to an active node. If z≤z̄, we respectively redefine our xbest
and z̄ terms with the integer solution and its objective value. We then compare the
objective value of any active nodes to z̄. If the objective value to any active node is
≥z̄, we set our optimal solution x∗ = xbest with objective value z ∗ = z̄ and terminate
the algorithm. Otherwise, we use the solution of the active node to define


 1 max (x(i, ·)) ∀i = 1, . . ., m
xU B (i, j) =

 0 otherwise
We set our upper bound objective value zU B to the solution of the objective function
using xU B . If the objective value of the upper bound is less than that of the current
best objective value, zU B < z̄, we update xbest = xU B and z̄ = zU B . Otherwise, we
do not update these terms. We then check to see if z < z̄. If not, we check to see
if the value of any active nodes is less than z̄ and follow as we described previously.
Otherwise, the algorithm continues as previously defined by setting the branching
term.
We set an iteration count termination criteria for the algorithm, as the number of
nodes the algorithm explores typically exceeds one million for the problem with 10
weapons and 20 targets, and the number of nodes increases exponentially with the
increase of the problem size.
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Branch and bound algorithms benefit greatly from an initial feasible solution from
which an objective function value can be used to fathom nodes immediately. Without
this initial feasible solution, the algorithm is unable to fathom any nodes until a
feasible solution is reached. We obtained our initial feasible solution for block 1 in
Figure 1 by implementing a strategy first explored by Castañon (1987) and presented
by Ahuja et al. (2007) in modeling the problem as a minimum cost network flow
problem. We define a network G = (N, A) as depicted in Figure 2 by having nodes
that correspond to our weapons (Wi ) and a node for each weapon-target pairing
(Tj ) as well as a single terminus (t) which has demand equaling the total number of
P
weapons, or ni=1 wi . As can be seen in Figure 2, we divide the set of all arcs into two
subsets: A1 is the set of all arcs from each weapon to each target and A2 is the set of all
arcs from each target to the terminus. Each target has n nodes, Tj1 , Tj2 , . . . , Tjn , which
define the number of weapons assigned to it and the order in which each is assigned.
The arcs connecting each weapon to nodes Tj1 correspond to the first weapon assigned
to target j and have an associated cost Vj pij . The remaining arcs cannot be calculated
exactly as their cost is dependent on all preceding assignments. That is, the cost of
an arc connecting a weapon to node Tj2 is Vj pij qîĵ . Since this heuristic is used to
provide a feasible upper bound to the problem, we assume each previous assignment
was made with the weapon having the lowest pij value for target j. This means that
we estimate the cost of the arc connecting a weapon to node Tj2 to be Vj pij qijmax . In
defining the arcs connecting each weapon to node Tj2 in this way, we assure that the
true cost of this arc is no worse than our approximation. We can therefore define
k−1
each arc (i, j)∈A1 as having an associated cost cij = Vj pij qjmax
, where k is
the index defining the order of each weapon to target assignment Tmk , k = 1, . . . , n.
Each arc (j, t)∈A2 has cost cjt = 0, ∀j∈J. Each arc in A has capacity 1, which is
important as it limits the number of weapons assigned to Tj1 to 1, preventing multiple
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assignments along maximum valued arcs. Since no hard side-constraints exist, this
heuristic generates a feasible solution by using a greedy approach by maximizing the
expected value obtained by assigning a weapon to a target while penalizing multiple
assignments to the same target.

Figure 2. Minimum Cost Network Flow Lower Bounding Scheme

We were only able to run to completion the branch and bound algorithm for
smaller problem instances due to the large number of decision variables and correspondingly large trees produced during the execution of the algorithm. The value of
the algorithms efficiency as compared to a brute force algorithm is shown in §4.
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III. Heuristics

As mentioned in §1, the WTA problem is NP Complete and obtaining an optimal
solution to larger sized problems is not practical. We sought to develop and compare
heuristic search techniques to obtain near optimal solutions to larger sized instances
of the WTA problem in minimal computational time. We developed two heuristics, a
Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic and a Modified Quiz Problem Search Heuristic,
to which we compare the effective Construction Heuristic as developed by Ahuja et al.
(2007).

Minimum Cost Flow Formulation Based Construction Heuristic.
We considered a heuristic developed by (Ahuja et al., 2007) which utilized the
minimum cost network flow method of determining an upper bound. This borrows
from the network programming heuristics proposed by Chang et al. (1987), who
developed an iterative linear network programming heuristic and Castañon (1987),
who developed a nonlinear network flow heuristic. The Construction Heuristic first
solves the WTA problem as described in §2, identifying the assignments which give
an upper bound to the solution. The arcs of this network fall into two categories:
exact-cost arcs, which are computed with known values, and approximate-cost arcs,
which are computed with the maximum survival assignment as upper bounds. The
heuristic affixes the assignments to define a positive flow on the exact-cost arcs and
redefines the network by removing the exact-cost arcs with positive flow and updates
the remaining arc costs by using the updated target values, Vj1 = Vj qîĵ . This is similar
to the maximum marginal return approach first proposed by denBroeder et al. (1959).
In redefining the network, some of the approximate-cost arcs become exact-cost arcs.
The process is repeated until all weapons have been assigned.
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Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic.
We develop a heuristic based upon our branch and bound algorithm which solves
the static WTA with small optimality gaps. We utilize the depth first approach to
our branch and bound algorithm, selecting the node with the lowest integral relaxed
solution as it has the lower bound. This heuristic is different from traditional branch
and bound algorithms in its termination criteria. We design the heuristic to terminate
at the arrival of the first feasible solution and do not consider any active nodes beyond
this point.

Figure 3. Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic

While similar to the Branch and Bound Algorithm, the Greedy Branch and Bound
Heuristic, shown in Figure 3, differs in its termination criteria. The first criterion upon
which this heuristic will terminate is when an integer solution is found using the NLP
15

solver. If the value of the solution is greater than or equal to the current best value,
the heuristic is terminated, reporting the current best solution and value. Otherwise,
the current best solution and objective value are first set to the integer solution and
its objective value before the heuristic is terminated. The second criterion which will
terminate the heuristic is if the value of the lower bound(s) calculated by the NLP
solver is(are) greater than the current best objective value. In this case, the current
best solution and objective value are reported.

Modified Quiz Problem Search Heuristic.
We developed a heuristic based upon the application of the optimal quiz problem
solution as a heuristic which was first proposed by Ahner (2005). The quiz problem
states that an individual presented with a series of questions u = 1, . . . , n with value
vu has probability pu of correctly answering a question. Further, the individual will
be able to answer questions until he answers one incorrectly. The objective of the quiz
problem is to identify the order in which to select the questions in order to maximize
the value of those correctly answered. Bertsekas & Castañon (1999) showed that the
strategy for maximum return is to select the questions in descending values of yu ,
where yu =

vu pu
1−pu

=

vu pu
qu

.

We use Ahner’s strategy to define the value of each weapon-target assignment as
yij0 , which allows us to select the maximum return for a weapon-target assignment
xîĵ . We then redefine our target value Vĵ = Vĵ qîĵ , which is the residual value of the
selected target given the weapon assigned. We also redefine our probabilities of kill
for the selected weapon wî to be pî· = 0, since we have only one weapon of each type.
Using these updated values, we update our value array as yij1 . We repeat this process
until each of the weapons is assigned to a target.
Figure 4 shows the Modified Quiz Problem Search Heuristic. The heuristic ini-
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tializes by setting the assignment solution, x, to an n x m zeros matrix for a problem
instance having n weapons and m targets. As referenced above, we build a value
array y, which is defined by
y(i, j) =

Vj pij
.
qij

We then identify the two largest values in y, which we call y(i1 , j1 ) and y(i2 , j2 ),and
check if they are in the same row of y. If not, we check to see if the greedy assignment
is preferred according to a process defined in the next paragraph. If the largest values
are in the same row of y, we set x(i1 , j1 ) = 1 and increment a counter k by 1. If
our counter is equal to the number of weapons after this increment, we terminate the
heuristic. Otherwise, we update our value array y by redefining Vj1 = Vj1 qi1 j1 and
setting the probabilities of weapon i1 to zero, or pi1 j = 0 ∀j.
We note a shortcoming with the Construction Heuristic and other greedy selection
based heuristics that needs to be addressed. These heuristics seek to define pairings
based upon the greatest expected value of the weapon-target assignment, that is Vj pij ,
which is in line with a greedy algorithm. The shortcoming in this approach can be
illustrated by taking a trivial case with two weapons and two targets, with target
values {V1 , V2 } and probabilities of kill {p11 , p12 , p21 , p22 }. If we define the greatest
expected value to be




V1 p11 V2 p12 
max 
 = V1 p11
V1 p21 V2 p22
And we further assume that, for this case,

V1 p11 − V2 p12 < V1 p21 − V2 p22
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We can see that, with a simple rearrangement of the above inequality

V1 p11 + V2 p22 < V1 p21 + V2 p12

This means that selecting the pairing with the greatest expected value will result in
a lower solution value than selecting the alternative. We incorporate into the Quiz
Problem Search Heuristic a step which checks whether

yab − max{yaj } < ycd − max{ycj }
j6=b

j6=d

where yab > ycd > . . . > min{yij }. In the case where the above inequality holds true,
i,j

we chose ycd rather than yab as our assignment for that iteration.
We only incorporated this modification into the Quiz Problem Search Heuristic for
several reasons. The Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic does not select assignments
based upon a defined value but rather solves the problem using a branch and bound
technique and terminates at the first feasible solution. This greedy shortcoming
modification cannot be implemented in such a heuristic. The Construction Heuristic,
which is the benchmark to which we compare our heuristics, should not be modified
since its performance as published by Ahuja et al. (2007) do not use this modification.
Therefore, only the Quiz Problem Search Heuristic can be modified by this method
to avoid the shortcoming of a greedy selection criterion.
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Figure 4. Modified Quiz Problem Search Heuristic
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IV. Computational Results
We test each algorithm and heuristic defined heretofore to solve a set of instances
by designing random parameters within various instance sizes ranging from 5 weapons
and 5 targets to 80 weapons and 160 targets, and by testing each heuristic and
algorithms on the same parameters. We consider 15 problem sizes, first defined
in Table 1, which set our number of weapons and targets. We assign a randomly
generated target value as a uniformly distributed continuous variable [25, 100], and
we also assigned randomly generated probabilities of kill as uniformly distributed
continuous variables [0.6, 0.9] so that each weapon has a different probability of kill
for each target. We generate 20 problem instances of random numbers for each of
our 15 problem sizes and performed all tests on an Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 processor
computer with 128 GB RAM PC. Each solution method is applied to the same set
of 20 problems for the purpose of enabling direct comparisons of solution values and
computational times. Our results, insights, and analysis are presented in the following
sections.
Computational Complexity.
In this thesis, we consider problem instances of various sizes, as shown in Table 1
below. The first set of instances, each with five weapons and five targets, results in
55 = 7776 permutations from which one is the optimal solution. This is a relatively
simple problem to solve via full enumeration and each of the 20 randomly generated
instances took an average of approximately 0.6 seconds to solve. However, the next
problem considered has 610 = 60466176 permutations, which takes an average of
2,302 seconds (more than 38 minutes) to solve on an Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 processor
computer with 128 GB RAM PC. Clearly, the number of permutations and subsequent
computational time to find a solution by fully enumerating the permutations quickly
20

becomes excessive and exceeds computational capacity. We ran all permutations of
the enumeration algorithm from 5 weapons and 5 targets to 9 weapons and 9 targets
and developed a model to project the computational time required to solve the larger
problem instances, as we could not run them to completion due to required time. Our
model has an adjusted R2 value of 0.99 and takes the form

f (w, t) = −1319.157 + 203.97w − 0.0000407tw + 0.0000792wtw

The computational times for the first two problems in Table 1 are the averages of
20 experiments and the remaining 13 computational times are projections from our
model to estimate time required for larger instances. For a 20 weapon, 20 target
instance, full enumeration is estimated to take 3.703×1015 years.
Table 1. Projected Computational Time Using Full Enumeration

Weapons Targets
5
5
10
5
10
10
10
20
15
10
20
10
20
20
20
40
40
10
40
20
40
40
40
80
80
40
80
80
80
160
* Model projections
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Time (sec)
0.605
2302.045
7.510E+06*
7.690E+09*
1.147E+12*
1.543E+17*
1.618E+23*
1.696E+29*
3.126E+37*
3.437E+49*
3.779E+61*
4.155E+73*
9.197E+125*
1.112E+150*
1.344E+174*

Branch and Bound results.
We present the results of our branch and bound algorithm in this section in two
metrics. The first is the computational time required for our branch and bound
algorithm as compared to the full enumeration, or brute force, algorithm. Due to
the large number of permutations that accompany even moderate sized problems, the
brute force algorithm is cannot solve even these moderate sized problems within a
practical amount of time (e.g., less than a week). We are unable to solve any problem
size greater than 10 weapons and 5 targets using the brute force algorithm; even the
problem of this small size took an average of more than 38 minutes to solve. We
therefore test the performance of the brute force algorithm for various sized problems
up to 9 weapons and 9 targets and generate a model to predict the time required to
solve via brute force algorithm.
Table 2. Computational Time Requirements (sec)

Weapons
5
10
10
10
15

Targets
5
5
10
20
10

Branch & Bound
Average St Dev
1.739
1.738
32.025
55.669
507.942 831.781
1429.216 137.236
580.712 65.902

Brute
Average
St Dev
0.605
0.0519
2302.045
44.460
7.510E+06
7.690E+09
1.147E+12
-

We observe that the computational time required for the Branch and Bound algorithm is an improvement on that of the brute force algorithm, which is computationally intractable when considering problems having more than 10 weapons and 10
targets. Table 2 shows the computational improvements of the branch and bound
algorithm as compared to the brute force algorithm. The first two problem instances
were run to completion with the brute force algorithm, and the solutions generated
match those of the branch and bound algorithm. The remaining times for the brute
force algorithm are projected from our brute force algorithm computational time
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model and therefore have no standard deviation. With exception of the modeled projections, these figures were generated by averaging the computational requirements
of the same 20 randomly generated instances of each problem size. Figure 5 shows
the time required or estimated for the three problems with 10 weapons and varying
numbers of targets for the brute force algorithm as compared to the performance of
our Branch and Bound algorithm. While the Branch and Bound Algorithm grows
with problem size, it appears to grow at a much lesser rate than full enumeration.

Figure 5. Computational Time Requirements for Optimization With 10 Weapons

We were unable to run to completion the Branch and Bound Algorithm for larger
sized problems due to two prevailing factors. The first factor was the vast number
of nodes generated when running the algorithm. For the problem of 10 weapons and
20 targets, our algorithm was unable to find the optimal solution after considering
1,000,000 nodes, to include nodes which were fathomed without exploration. The
lag due to the large number of nodes was exacerbated for larger problems by the
computational time required for the NLP solver to find the integer relaxed solution
at each node. With smaller sized problems, an optimal solution could be found using
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an interior point algorithm in less than a tenth of a second, but as the problem sizes
increased, the time required for each optimization increased. For the same problem
of 10 weapons and 20 targets, the time for each integer relaxed optimization took
several seconds, which therefore causes the algorithm to run for long durations when
considering all nodes. As such, we decided to run the larger sized problems with a
ceiling on the maximum number of nodes generated and to observe the gap between
the best feasible solution, or upper bound, with the lowest relaxed solution, or lower
bound, to an active node as depicted in the far right columns of Table 3. From this, we
were able to identify that our algorithm was, at worst, within a specific percentage of
the optimal solution, though the exact optimal solution is not known. Table 3 shows
the performance of the algorithm for the small and moderate sized problems with a
maximum number of nodes set to 1000.
Table 3. Branch and Bound Algorithm Performance

Weapons

Targets

5
10
10
10
15
20
20

5
5
10
20
10
10
20

Nodes
Average
14.7
129.4
905.5
1000
1000
923.3
1000

Visited
St Dev
18.184
232.118
1466.203
0
0
229.487
0

Branch & Bound
Time (sec)
Within % optimality
Average St Dev Average
St Dev
1.739
1.738
32.025
55.669
507.942 831.781
1429.216 137.236
0.311
0.0476
580.712 65.902
0.246
0.0536
787.678 438.806 0.0630
0.0448
5079.692 586.856 0.0547
0.0188

We can extract several insights from Table 3. The first is that the computational
time increases quickly with regard to the problem size, both in numbers of weapons
and targets, although it increases faster relative to target number increase. However,
we observe that the average computational time for a problem with 10 weapons
and 20 targets is nearly double the average computational time with 20 weapons
and 10 targets. This occurs because the number of dimensions across which the
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weapons are to be assigned is equal to the number of targets, and so each relaxed
problem takes longer to solve. Next, we see that the average maximum gap with
the optimal solution appears to vary greatly. This result occurs because an integer
feasible solution does not allow for a weapon to have partial allocation to multiple
targets as the lower bounding solution does. That is, the lower bounding solution
will likely assign fractions of each weapon to the targets, thus providing an optimal
coverage of all targets and minimizing leakage. In contrast, feasible solutions may
leave targets unassigned in general but will necessarily leave targets unassigned for
problems with more targets than weapons or those with a remainder after dividing the
number of weapons by the number of targets. As the objective function evaluates the
sum of residual expected target values, or expected leakage, the feasible solution to
these problems, which leaves targets unassigned, will have much larger values relative
to the lower relaxed solutions than the feasible solutions to problems wherein the
number of targets is greater than or equal to the number of weapons or there is no
remainder after dividing the number of weapons by the number of targets. Lastly, the
high standard deviations of solution time and node count where the algorithm ran to
completion illustrate that the performance of the Branch and Bound algorithm will
vary greatly due to the uncertain number of nodes required for the algorithm to find
the optimal solution.

Comparison of Heuristics.
Next, performance of the Construction Heuristic developed by Ahuja et al. (2007)
is compared to our Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic and our Modified Quiz Problem Search Heuristic.
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A note on Ahuja et al. (2007).
We note a statement by the authors regarding the performance of their branch
and bound algorithm (i.e., the Construction Heuristic):

For [problems with more than 80 weapons and 80 targets], the branchand-bound algorithm could not be executed until optimality. However,
observe that the minimum of the lower bounds of the active (node not
pruned yet) nodes gives an overall lower bound on the objective function.
In contrast to this statement, the authors present results in Table 3 of their work the
results of their testing, which include 0% relative optimality gaps attained for several
of the instances, including four of the eight largest instances tested. This result
contradicts the aforementioned statement; assuming the first statement to hold, we
conjecture that the authors employed an additional measure to identify the solution
found via their Construction Heuristic to be optimal for the larger instances.
Upon further investigation, the Ahuja et al. (2007) do additionally state

We also observed that when [the number of weapons] < [the number of
targets], then the number of weapons assigned to most targets is at most
one in the optimal solution.
Such a statement does not require, when W < n, that no target may have more than
one weapon assigned to it in an optimal solution. However, this is the only statement
the authors provide that intimates at method that could be employed to conclude that
a solution attained via the Construction Heuristic for a larger instance is optimal. We
suspect that such a solution characteristic was observed for smaller problem instances
and assumed to hold for larger problem instances. We have contacted the authors for
clarification and look forward to their reply.
The following example demonstrates that an optimal solution may have more than
one weapon assigned to a given target when W < n, setting aside the possibility of
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using such a “typically observed” property to draw conclusions regarding the optimality gap attained via the Construction Heuristic by examining the characteristics
of the solution. Take a scenario wherein there are three targets and two weapons.
Suppose that the values of these targets are
   
V1  100
   
V  =  25  ,
 2  
   
V3
25
and the probability of kill for each weapon to each target is 0.6.

With identi-

cal weapons, we can now follow the maximum marginal return approach, assigning
weapons one at a time. Since we are minimizing the residual target value, the best
assignment for weapon 1 is target 1, resulting in the target values
   
1
V1  40
   
 V  = 25
 2  
   
V3
25
Weapon 2 should also be assigned to target 1 since it results in a lesser cumulative
residual value than assigning either the first, second, or both weapons to the other
targets. For example, if we consider the objective solution in situations where both
weapons are assigned to target 1, one is assigned to target 1 and one to target 2, one
to target 1 and one to target 3, and one is assigned to target 2 and one to target 3, we
see that the best objective value occurs where both weapons are assigned to target 1.

100(0.6)1 (0.6)1 + 25(0.6)0 (0.6)0 + 25(0.6)0 (0.6)0 = 66

100(0.6)1 (0.6)0 + 25(0.6)0 (0.6)1 + 25(0.6)0 (0.6)0 = 75
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100(0.6)0 (0.6)1 + 25(0.6)1 (0.6)0 + 25(0.6)0 (0.6)0 = 75
100(0.6)0 (0.6)0 + 25(0.6)1 (0.6)0 + 25(0.6)0 (0.6)1 = 120
This procedure seems to influence the perception of the construction heuristic’s
performance, which was noted by the authors as finding the optimal solution whenever
the number of weapons was less than the number of targets. In Table 4, we show that
both our Greedy Branch and Bound and Modified Quiz Problem Search heuristics
improve upon the construction heuristic in most instances wherein this condition
holds. We believe that the degradation of performance for the Construction Heuristic
can be attributed to either the omission of solutions having more than one weapon
assigned to a target or due to the error inherent to the piecewise approximation
which was necessary when applying the linear transformation to the objective. As our
solution was not based upon a tranformation, our optimality gap is exact, whereas the
optimality gap using the approximated optimal solution for the transformed problem
may inaccurately indicate an optimal solution.
We show in Table 4 the number of the 20 same randomly generated instances
for each problem size where each heuristic dominates in terms of objective function
value. In some cases, more than one heuristic dominates. We represent performance
in terms of relative response rather than optimality gap. Additionally, our most
accurate heuristic, the Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic, is a slower heuristic
which is dependent upon the speed with which our nonlinear solver is able to solve
each node’s relaxed problem. As the problem size increases, both the number of nodes
and the size of the NLPs grow, increasing the computational time and preventing the
heuristic’s implementation for large problems (W > 40 & T > 40). This is reflected in
Table 4 by the absence of Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic performance results
for larger problem sizes.
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Table 4. Best Solution Comparison of Heuristics

Weapons

Targets

5
10
10
10
15
20
20
20
40
40
40
40
80
80
80

5
5
10
20
10
10
20
40
10
20
40
80
40
80
160

Modified Quiz Construction
Problem Search
8
5
6
5
5
1
0
11
0
1
1
16
1
2
20

16
14
9
5
8
10
5
3
8
2
19
4
19
18
0

Greedy Branch
& Bound
20
18
17
20
12
14
18
20
14
18
-

Table 5 shows the percent optimality gap of the heuristics where we are able to
execute the branch and bound algorithm to completion, thereby obtaining valid lower
bounds and calculating optimality gaps. We observe that our Greedy Branch and
Bound Heuristic is the most accurate and reliable of the heuristics, with a maximum
average relative optimality gap of 0.53%. We further note that, if we examine Table
6, the computational time required for each heuristic to achieve the optimality gaps
shown in Table 5 are comparable. The Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic takes
roughly seven seconds longer than the Construction Heuristic in the problem having
10 weapons and 10 targets but yields a superior optimality gap. Additionally, we
believe that the difference in the observed performance of the construction heuristic
compared to the results given by Ahuja et al. (2007) and those that we observed arise
from the comparison to an optimal solution that was incorrectly identified via the
approximation.
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Table 5. Percent Optimality Gaps of Heuristic Solutions to Smaller Problems

Weapons
5
10
10

Targets
5
5
10

MQP Search
Average St Dev
4.789% 7.466%
5.244% 4.560%
5.266% 5.237%

Construction
Average St Dev
0.460% 2.058%
1.808% 3.488%
3.138% 3.429%

Greedy
Average
0.000%
0.531%
0.383%

B&B
St Dev
0.000%
1.242%
1.267%

While Table 5 shows a relatively poor performance of the Modified Quiz Problem
Search Heuristic for small problems, we point to its performance as being exceptionally strong when considering the computational time required for even the largest
problems as shown in Table 6. Regardless of the size of the problem, the computation time of the Modified Quiz Problem Search Heuristic was dominant relative to the
Construction and Greedy Branch and Bound heuristics. We observed that, though it
was the accurate heuristic when optimality gap was considered, the Greedy Branch
and Bound heuristic was the most computationally demanding of the heuristics. We
were able to run to completion the Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic for the 40
weapons and 20 targets problem, but for larger problems the heuristic took far too
long (i.e., over 24 hours) and wasn’t run to completion. This increase in computational time was the result of the time required to solve the integer relaxation for each
node of the Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic. The Construction heuristic was an
efficient and reliable technique for certain problem sizes, but it was neither the most
accurate nor the most efficient when considering problems with more targets than
weapons, especially with larger problem instances.
For all sized problems, we consider the performance of the Modified Quiz Problem
Search and Construction heuristics by observing the relative performance of each
averaged over the 20 instances of each problem. Table 7 shows that, when the Modified
Quiz Problem Search Heuristic was inferior to the Construction Heuristic, its solution
was at most 7% greater than that of the Construction Heuristic.
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Table 6. Heuristic Computational Time Comparisons (sec)

Weapons
5
10
10
10
15
20
20
20
40
40
40
40
80
80
80

Targets
5
5
10
20
10
10
20
40
10
20
40
80
40
80
160

MQP
Average
0.00333
0.00113
0.00111
0.00110
0.00155
0.00202
0.00215
0.00280
0.00407
0.00536
0.00670
0.00912
0.0156
0.0194
0.0284

Search
St Dev
0.01064
0.000176
0.000121
0.000105
0.000104
0.000109
0.000120
0.000153
0.000121
0.000220
0.000171
0.000151
0.00121
0.000245
0.000274

Construction
Average St Dev
0.224
0.0976
0.445
0.0917
0.441
0.0975
0.487
0.107
0.767
0.0531
1.608
0.255
2.208
0.346
4.455
0.609
17.997
1.863
20.569
1.181
14.311
0.432
47.077
20.162
309.641 10.313
177.106
6.210
1348.815 391.135

Greedy
Average
0.568
2.019
7.657
242.267
38.020
41.986
232.426
28443.757
711.324
2691.799
-

B&B
St Dev
0.257
0.674
2.726
55.907
11.086
13.726
88.660
6393.071
223.755
632.036
-

Table 7. Modified Quiz Problem Search and Construction Heuristics Relative Performance

Weapons
5
10
10
10
15
20
20
20
40
40
40
40
80
80
80

Targets
5
5
10
20
10
10
20
40
10
20
40
80
40
80
160

Heuristic
MQP Search Construction
0.0437
0.0342
0.0211
0.0119
0.0303
0.0689
0.0225
0.0195
0.0720
0.0364
0.0277
0.0143
0.0471
0.0188
0.0377
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We consider the performance of the Modified Quiz Problem Search Heuristic and
the Construction Heuristic from the perspective of statistical significance. Table
8 shows whether the Modified Quiz Problem Search Heuristic or the Construction
Heuristic is statistically superior to the other, as computed using the two-tailed t
distribution based confidence interval method for the 20 randomly generated problem
 
(n−1)
√s
to identify
instances. We built confidence intervals for each heuristic as ȳ±t α
n
2

whether the confidence interval of the dominant heuristic contained the mean value
of the other heuristic. We see that, with 100(1 − α)% certainty, neither heuristic
consistently dominates the other in performance.
Table 8. Statistically Significant Heuristic Dominance

Weapons
5
10
10
10
15
20
20
20
40
40
40
40
80
80
80

Targets
5
5
10
20
10
10
20
40
10
20
40
80
40
80
160

α = 0.1
Construction
Construction
Construction
MQP
Construction
Construction
MQP
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α = 0.05
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
MQP

α = 0.01
Construction
Construction
MQP

V. Conclusion and Future Research
We propose a branch and bound algorithm which was able to find the optimal
solution of smaller sizes of the untransformed SWTA problem. We then use this
algorithm to generate a search heuristic, the Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic,
which is able to find near optimal solutions that rival those found in the literature.
We also generate a Quiz Problem Search Heuristic, which is able to generate close to
optimal solutions of even the largest sized problems in less than a few hundredths of
a second. While the optimal solution to larger sizes of the SWTA problem remains
unsolved, these heuristics allow us to obtain solutions which improve on existing
solutions using contemporary methods found in the literature.
We observe that, when able to run to completion, the Greedy Branch and Bound
Heuristic usually finds superior solutions than the Construction and Quiz Problem
Search Heuristics, although at a much higher computational cost. The reported
objective function value of the Greedy Branch and Bound solution is typically but
not always superior, and the difference in computational time is at most less than
eight seconds for smaller problems (W ≤10 & T ≤10). Because the solutions to small
sized WTA problems are found relatively quickly when compared to the Brute Force
or full Branch and Bound Algorithms, we consider the solution values found as a
comparative metric. As the Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic has the best average
solution value and performed the best for the majority of each of the 20 problem
instances for a given number of weapons and targets, we identify it as the superlative
heuristic among those examined for small WTA problems.
In considering the performance of the three heuristics examined in this thesis, we
observe that no heuristic always dominates in its reported solution. Often, the best
solution we are able to determine is shared amongst two of the heuristics. When
one heuristic is dominant, the other two are typically very close in value. We use
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this fact to further compare the performance of the heuristics with regard to their
computational speed. Using this criteria, there is a very clear ranking in heuristic
performance. While all three found solutions in less than a second for the smallest
problem considered, and the Construction Heuristic continued to find solutions in
less than a second for problem sizes up to the problem having 15 weapons and 10
targets, both the Greedy Branch and Bound Heuristic and the Construction Heuristic
are far slower than the Quiz Problem Search Heuristic. The slowest average solution
time for the Quiz Problem Search Heuristic was nearly eight times faster than the
fastest average solution time from either of the other two heuristics. Therefore, we
assert that the Quiz Problem Search Heuristic is the dominant heuristic considered
in this paper when computational time is considered and, therefore, also dominant
for real-time allocation applications.
We intend on extending this research by applying time-bounded neighborhood
search heuristics to our Quiz Problem Search Heuristic to try to find real-time solutions closer to optimality without significantly increasing the required computational
effort. We want to use the heuristics defined in this paper to address two-stage WTA
problems and other dynamic instances of the WTA problem, to include stochastic
instances. Additionally, we want to address the problem of limited sets, wherein
weapons are capable of shooting targets within a defined range, resulting in targets
which can only be shot by some of the weapons. Lastly, we want to bring together
these two problems and solve a two-stage limited set problem. This research provides
a foundation for this future research.
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Appendix A. Story Board
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